The purpose of this note is to present a new proof of a generalized form of Day's fixed point theorem. The proof we give is suggested by the work of T. Mitchell in his paper, Function algebras, means, and fixed points, [2] . The version of Day's theorem which we present here has not appeared explicitly in the literature before, and seems especially well suited for application to questions concerning fixed point properties of topological semigroups.
Preliminaries.
We adopt the terminology and notation of [2] except where otherwise specified. New terminology will be introduced as needed.
Let y be a convex compactum (compact convex set in a real locally convex Proof. For each feE*, let Hf={xeE '• f(x)=<p(f\Y)}. These sets are closed hyperplanes, and we want to show that f] {Hf : fe E*} n Y is nonvoid. Since Y is compact, it suffices to show that C\T=i Hf, n Y^ 0 for any finite set/1;..., fm e E*. To this end, define T: E^Rm by Tx = (f(x),f2(x),. ..,fm(x)). Then T is If we let g=2r=itfi/i> then g e E* and the above inequality implies that <p(g\Y) >sup {g(y) : ye Y}. This last inequality is impossible since <p is a mean on A(Y).
Thus p e T(Y), and so (]?ml Hh r\Y^0. Proof of Theorem 1. Obviously (2) => (3) and (3) => (4). We will prove (1) => (2) and (3) => (1). Proof. We need only to show that (4) => (1) . Let E= X* with the weak* topology and let y<= E be the set of all means on X. It suffices to show that s -> If is an Arepresentation of S, X on Y.
